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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION FOR FLUSH KALDEWEI SHOWER PAN WITH PVC OR ABS 
DRAIN  

1.  Frame out shower stall area to shower pan dimensions.  Measure the height of your 
shower pan.  Take this measurement minus the height of your tile and this is how far 
the shower tray is to be set into the sub-floor. 

2. Sweep out any debris from sub floor.  

3. Test fit shower pan drain housing into subfloor bore hole.  

 

4. Make sure the shower pan is aligned properly and fits snuggly against the shower frame 
studs on all sides.   Install your tile flange on the out side of the shower tray.  Please 
see tile flange installation instructions. 

 

If there is no access from the subfloor below, then make sure the drainpipe stubbed up 
from the subfloor is adjusted to a height sufficient to fit properly into the shower pan drain 
connection.  

5. Put down a ½”to ¾” mortar bed on the entire framed in subfloor to the edge of the bore 
hole.  

6. Brush drain adhesive(PVC or ABS as applicable) inside the drain connection located at 
the bottom of the drain which is integrated into the shower pan, and  

7. Set the shower pan carefully into the mortar bed and the drain housing into the bore 
hole in the subfloor.  

8. Firmly press the Tile Redi shower pan into place, making sure there is a good seal 
between the curb and the subfloor.  
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9. Make sure that the curb and each splash wall is level for proper drainage.  

 

10. Install the shower backer board and water proofing in accordance with the standards 
established by the Tile Council of North America, Inc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. Seal and waterproof joint between backer board and the Tile Redi splash walls.  

 

 

 

Mix the approved Laticrete 300 epoxy or other approved epoxy stone adhesive and trowel the 
epoxy to shower pan using an 1/8 inch trowel and set tiles directly in epoxy.  
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12. Tile the rest of the shower  

 

 

 

 

 

For Technical Support please contact  

 
Chad Novinger 
Kaldewei USA 
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